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I) Introduction :
Among the different elements to be investigated when
considering the Wind Shear hazard, STNA/3E [I], whose task is
to participate in the development of new technologies and
equipments, focused its effort on airborne and ground sensors
for the detection of low-level wind shear.
The first task, initiated in 1986, consists in the
evaluation of three candidate technics for forward-looking
sensors : LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging), SODAR (Sound
Wave Detection And Ranging) and RADAR.
No development is presently foreseen for an infrared
based air turbulence advance warning system although some
flight experiments took place in the 70's. A Thomson_CSF
infrared radiometer was then installed on an Air France Boeing
707 to evaluate its capability of detecting clear air
turbulence. The conclusion showed that this technic was
apparently able to detect clouds layers but that additional
experiments were needed; on the other hand, the rarity of the
phenomenon and the difficulty to operate on a commercial
aircraft were also mentionned.
II) LIDAR program :
Laser technology is the only one that
studied for an airborne forward-looking sensor.
is presently
i) The first step of the LIDAR proqram consisted in a
preliminary contract with the CROUZET company. This task
initiated in may 1987 was completed by february 1988.
It consisted in the following elements :
*investigation of operational objectives in terms
of functional specifications and system design
requirements : altitude and range of measurement,
speed range, envlrcnmen_al constraints (weather,
installation .... ) ....
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*ground experiments with an existing mock-up
sponsored by military contracts for anemometry _
purposes. This equipment is based on a continuous.
laser beam (10,6 _m), with a 75 mm telescope
focusing between i0 and I00 m; the speed sign can
be detected and measures around zero (± 0,25 m/s)
are possible.
*evaluation for both adaptations : ground and
onboard detector.
I.i : Airborne wind shear detection :
General requirements :
The warning criteria recommended by the
CROUZET company proceeds in two steps :
*a pre-alarm advisory for an increasing
headwind of 40 ft/s combined with an upward vertical
component;
*an alarm announce for a tailwind of 40 ft/s
associated with a vertical downdraft.
The proposed technical requirements are the
following ones :
*Radial speeds range from 60 to 240 knots
(assuming aircraft speed between 120 and 130 knots and a wind
variation of ± 60 knots);
*Velocity resolution : ± 3 knots;
*Look-ahead range of 700 m (i0 s warning
time) with a range resolution _ 300 m;
*Estimation of the vertical wind inferred
from radial speed measurements in two spatially shifted
locations;
*Lateral exploration by a conical scanning
steered at I0 ° from flight path. "Left lateral", "right
lateral", "up", "down" components would be delivered with an
update rate of approximately 1 s;
*Environmental constraints as defined in
RTCA-DOI60-B.
The resulting information presented to the
pilot would be the radial velocity (V_) ,an estimation of the
vertical component (Vz) and the lateral shifting of the
perturbation (V× right and Vx left).
Two technologies are proposed by the C_OUZET
company :
*at first, a mock-up based on a continuous
COz laser source (10,6 _m) with a MTBF (Mean Time Between
Failure) of I000 hours;
*in the future, for operational systems, a
solid-state laser (2,1 _m) with a MTBF of 5000 hours, an half
size optical diameter, a classical thermal regulation.
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Future studies proposals :
*The first idea was to proceed with flight
experiments of the existing mock-up where a 200 mm telescope
would have been adapted in order to focus at 570 m
(measurement volume between 420 m and 720 m) using conical
scanning of i s and beam steering of I0 ° The aim was to
collect data on Vx laser, Vz laser, the difference between
laser speed and aircraft speed, and spectra. This program
didn't appear efficient enough since the technological options
were not clearly defined at this stage. It seemed necessary to
precisely identify the theoretical environment before carrying
out expensive flight tests.
*Consequently, a second program plan was
considered on the basis of flight tests supported by
theoretical tasks and simulations. However, since the main
technological choices (type of laser, optical diameter .... )
had to be fixed through simulation investigations, it was
decided to delay the experimental phase.
The preliminary theoretical part was
delegated to the ONERA research laboratory [2] because of its
experience in detectors, aircraft simulators, aerodynamics,
and its relationships with meteorologists as well as with
people from the National Flight Test Center "CEV" [3]. Another
point is that an equivalent method combining a theoretical
part carried out by a research center and a realization
through a mock-up designed by a manufacturer proved successful
for the anemometry prototype (cooperation O_IERA/CROUZET) .
ONERA program plan :
The contract concerning the O_IEEA
participation is presently to be debated but preliminary
guidelines have been identified in terms of an initial study
to start with. It concerns :
*the windshear models :
-inplementation of the existing FAA models
-adaptation of new parameters specific to
laser de_ection such as variations of the
backscattered signal, absorption, rain and
fog attenuation ....
*simulations with different types of laser
sensors : continuous CO, source with or
without modulation, pulsed laser, optical
diameter ....
1.2 : Ground-based wind shear detection :
General requirements :
The operational requirements as defined by
CROUZET assume a coverage until i000 ft that is considered to
be the minimun_ safe altitude to monitor take-off (6 °) and
landing (3 ° ) flight paths.
From the various constraints _length and
width of runway, lateral shifting of n_icroburst_ warning ti::e
of I0 s) , a minimum range of 7,5 Km is required for a grounl
sensor located at the center of the runaway a_d alt_:_a_ivcly
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scanning departure and arrival flight paths. According to the
cost and availibility of technology, an alternate solution can
consist of two systems focusing at 2400 m (measurement volume
between 40 m and 3400 m) . The spatial resolution must be
better than 300 m for a range of speed of ± 60 knots with a
speed resolution of ± 3 knots.
Among the constraints, the environmental
severity factor must be taken into account : electrical
protection, temperature (-30°C/60°C), humidity, sand and dust,
salt spray .... The foreseen MTBF is 5000 hours.
Another essential aspect is that in order to
be efficient, a ground-based equipment needs an automatic
alert transmission.
Ground-based experiments :
The equipment is based on a continuous laser
source (10,6 _m), with a 75 mm telescope focusing between i0
and I00 m. However, in order to increase the range, some
measurements were done at 200 m ([50m, 350m]).
Preliminary tests were settled in CROUZET
facilities in order to observe building-induced turbulence.
Despite CROUZET conclusions, this experiment didn't prove
demonstrative since the collected values didn't show a
sufficient amplitude dynamic (0 to 4 m/s).
The first set of tests consisted of :
-preliminary measurements with a fixed mirror
and focusing distance of 35 m;
-conical scanning : beam steering at 15 °
orientation and 40 rounds per minute for a
focusing distance of 200 m. The theoretical
graph is a sinusoid whose mean value depends
on the wind component along line of sight.
The amplitude is a function of the
perpendicular component module; the phase is
related to its orientation. Wind field
dispersion distorts the ideal curve.
Several rotation speeds were experimented.
Since the angular shifting of line of sight
cannot be omitted any longer during the
acquisition of instantaneous spectra for one
measurement, the spectrum width increases
with the rotation speed.
-measurements in rain conditions : the
spectrum enlarges because of rapidly changing
speeds of turbulence and rain. in so_e
experiments, rain drops speed signal was more
powerful than wind speed icself.
The system was then installed on the military
base of Valence. The frequent proximity of helicopters at low
altitude gave the opportunity to collect data on turbulence
engendered by their rotor blades.
-variation of the focusing distance from 30 m
to 200 m showing the sp=ctru_n spreading at
"long distance"
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-measurement volume splitting by putting a
mirror on the line of sight in order to
demonstrate the capability of indicating the
change of sign in velocity.
Future studies proposals :
The pulsed technique is the only valid
candidate for the 7,5 Km range criteria. Furthermore, it
guarantees a spatial resolution propotional to the pulse
length and light celerity. Since ground clutter isn't a
sensitive point, a slight deviation of laser beam (2 ° tilt)
could be used to evaluate phenomenon shifting.
An alternate solution,proposed by CROUZET, is
to use two equipments located at 2400 m from each runway
extremity and monitoring a smaller zone : 40 m to 3400 m. This
system would be based on a continuous laser with adaptative
focusing distance. A 30 cm telescope would be used in order to
conciliate cost constraints and atmospheric turbulence
effects. The spatial resolution rapidly deteriorates with
distance. According to CROUZET, a measurement could be
correctly located for distances up to 1 Km and beyond
detection would still be possible for spread and quite
homogeneous phenomena. The idea consists in frequency coding
of emission. This method was tested and validated for
distances lower than 1 Km but it must be experimented for
greater range since it seriou!y decreases the signal to noise
ratio. It could also be a mean of getting rid of undesired
targets (insects, birds .... ) .
1.3 : Conclusion :
The efficiency of the LZDAR technic is
obviously mostly limited by attenuation due to rain, fog and
by perturbations engendered by moving point clutter (birds,
insects .... ).
Concerning the laser source itself, the
continuous CO= technology is available but pulsed and solid-
state lasers need further development.
In France, airborne LIDAR is also
experimented for vertical wind profiles by the Dynacic
Meteorology Laboratory.
Although CROUZET existing laser anemometry
protot_'pe is well adapted for anemometry purposes, it didn't
appear well suited for a transformation into a wind shear
detector. Furthermore, from preliminary studies, it seems more
efficient to study the option of an airborne LIDAR rather than
a ground-based equipment. That's why, further research work
will be done by the OrfERA laboratory before proceeding to th_
design , integration and validation of an airborne LIDAR in a
flight demonstration program.
2) The second step of
defined but a preliminary study
laborat3ry (cf i.I) .
the LIDAR program is not yet
is to be started with C!;ERA
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III) SODAR program :
1) Proqram objectives and methodolouy :
The SODAR system (developped by the REMTECH
company) analyses the backscattered wave resulting, from
emission of sound pulses. The returned signal will be Doppler
shifted in frequency by an amount proportional to the
backscattering cells representative of wind velocity.
The first generation of SODARs included three
horn fed dishes with one vertical antenna and the two other
ones slightly vertically tilted. The whole thing was enclosed
in an absorbant protecting material. This equipment had been
designed to collect wind field direction and intensity in the
low altitude atmosphere layers for pollution detection
purposes mostly.
The aim of the contract between French Civil
Aviation and Remtech Co. was to examine whether it was
feasible to adapt this type of equipment for ground-based wind
shear detection along take-off and landing flight paths.
The evaluation guidelines concerned :
*environmental problems : surrounding noise,
influence of aircraft noise .... ;
*sound pollution generated by the equipment;
*influence of ground proximity at low tilt :
noise, acoustic rays curvature, ground clutter;
*feasability of a "megasodar" supposed to reach
6 Kms by using a multicellular antenna.
The conclusion of this contract notified in may
1987 was supposed to make a comparison between directivity
patterns calculated in simulations and experimental results in
order to check whether it's valid to extrapolate for a
multicellular antenna.
2) Proqram evolution :
The feeble performances of the horn fed dish
antenna made it impossible to carry out all the necessary
measurements. Consequently, the realization of a multicellular
antenna mock-up became absolutely necessary. That's why, the
priorities previously defined had to be changed. Furthermore,
the bad wheather conditions of spring 1987 in Paris during the
installation on Roissy airport delayed the experimental phase
that is still going on.
The theoretical part consisted in test antenna
optimization (2,4 m diameter horn fed dish antenna). At a
given frequency, the only paraneter that can be modified is
the illumination function. In order to evaluate the
characteristics in the far-field, directivity calculations
were done by simulations for various amplitude distributions
with phase locked. Obstacle effects were simulated by
approximated calulations.
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3) Experimental phase :
It was organized in three parts :
*measurement of the antenna characteristics;
*quantification of physical influences;
*wind measurements.
Directivity measurements showed good agreement
between theoretical and effective patterns for angles lower
than 4 ° and an important discrepancy beyond, resulting in high
sensitivity to ground clutter. It was assumed (and
experimentally confirmed afterwards) that this difference was
caused by the obstacle effect generated by the antenna feed
(horn of 25 cm). Directivity measurements using a piezo-
electric tweeter of 8 cm resulted in good agreement with
theory but the improvement for ground clutter is of only 6 dB.
Despite the poor performances of the first
antenna configuration (JBL antenna feed of 25 cm), some
measurements series were recorded with an emission at 4000 Hz
and several tilts were analyzed. It showed the important
influence of temperature and humidity on atmospheric
absorption. These reflectivity fluctuations induce variations
of range from 290 m to 180 m.
Another testing bench with the second antenna
configuration (tweeter + dish antenna) showed that, despite
the ground clutter elimination algorithm, in some Cases, wind
measurements were irrelevant. The data processing needed a
manual analysis in order to guarantee good agreement with wind
speeds recorded from an anemometer (from National Heteorology)
located on the airport.
In order to prove "megasodar" feasibility, the
REMTECH company decided to build a small-scale multicellular
antenna mock-up using a rectangular array of tweeters.
The main anticipated advantages are :
*elimination of obstacle effects;
*independant amplitude tuning;
*beam steering by phase shifting among the
different elements;
*increase of power (number of elements).
However, the interaction between elements hasn't
been taken into account and this assumption must be checked by
further experiments.
4) Conclusion :
The small-scale multiceliular mock-up _¢as
designed to reduce complexity b_" miniz_izing the quantity of
independant elements. Since the major problem concerned th_
vertical plane, the amplitude tuning will only be applied to
the vertical section and there will be less antenna feeds on
the lines than on the columns. Because of their great
dispersion, the tweeters were p_-evicusly tested and seiectel.
This array is mad= of 392 eie_nts with a spacing of 8.$5 cz
and distributed into 23 lines anH 14 colun'ns for a surface _f
2.5 m x 1.25 m.
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Theoretical calculations of the estimated range
were done. The multicellular mock-up will be taken up soon in
order to be experimented. The success of this stage is crucial
since the lack of performance of previous antenna
configurations made it impossible to demonstrate the ability
of this technic to detect wind shear.
IV) Ground-based RADAR pro@ram :
i) Introduction :
Wave-length is a crucial parameter for radar
detection. With wave-lengths K 5 cm, it's possible to design
small antennas with high angular resolution (<<3°), resulting
in good vertical resolution for wind profiles and a good
protection against ground clutter. However, an experimental
program carried out by the CRPE [4] in 1985 showed that this
type of radar couldn't correctly measure in clear air
condition. It was theoretically concluded that, in order to
operate in clear air as well as in rain conditions, for a
radar of 4.5 Kw peak power equipped with a 5 m antenna, the
optimal bandwith ranged from 20 to 35 cm.
The laboratory designed a 30 cm radar (4.5 Kw
peak power) for atmospheric research purposes (PROUST system).
With a II m antenna, this equipment proved able to vertically
observe the troposphere up to I0 Kms. Of course, the use of a
5 m antenna will decrease the clear ai_ detection level of 7
dB but a compensation from the turbu]_I:t energy gain is
anticipated.
consequently, the UHF radar hold the attention as
a feasible candidate in ground wind shear detection.
2) Program objectives :
An agreement was signed with CNET/CRPE [4] in
order to study the feasability of wind shear detection both in
clear air and rain conditions using a ground-based radar.
The aim is to perfect design criteria for a
specialized radar by theoretical and experimental studies with
the following operational ccnszraints :
*radial measurement of _indshear along
departure and arrival flight paths;
*detection in both clear air and rain
conditions;
*range : 600 m to i0 Kms;
*range resolution : _ 600 m;
*angular resolution : _ 3°;
*speed resolution : 5 I0 -2 s-_ ;
*false alarm rate : < 10;°/o
*moderate cost : _ 3 HF (_ 600,000 $);
*peak transmission power : _ 5 Kw;
*antenna di{meter : _ 5 m.
6OO
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3) Program planning:
3.1 Evaluation of 30 cm radars performances at
low horizontal tilt in wind shear conditions :
*Ground clutter calculations,
(July 1988};
*Wind shear models implementation on simulator,
Radar characteristics optimization,
(September 1988);
*Shadow effect generated by aircraft,
Simulation of radar spectra with ground
clutter,
Wind profiles extraction,
(May 1988);
*Experimental evaluation with PROUST
ground clutter and aircraft signatures,
(May 1988);
radar and
3.2 Evaluation of feasObility on airport :
*Synthesis of previous tasks,
(November 1988);
*Additional theoretical studies and
of an adapted antenna,
('May 1989);
*Measurements of wind shears and/or
on airport,
(date not fixed);
definition
turbulence
3.3 Conclusion :
{November 1990);
4] Program evolution :
* Wind shear models (historical, ACI20 41, JAWS
models) were implemented and tested on CNET computer
facilities for simulation. From the discontinuous distribution
of wind speeds, a continuous wind field was produced by using
the techniques described in the JAWS program. Radar spectrum
response within a wind shear field can then be anticipated
gate by gate.
* Ground clutter modelling is based on
gate/ground contact surface and random distribution law of the
obstacles of I0 _ m _ each for all theobstacles (a hundred
Gates).
to be studied.
Aircraft clutter elimination
Research work concerns :
-antenna optimization (to be
phase);
-radar processing :
-case of aircraft on
signal attenunaticn
elimination a!_orithm_
-case of aircraft on
algorithm with
aircraft.
is the next point
studied in 2.2
r_ain lobe : saturation,
before reception,
sid_i_be : eliminat_¢n
spectral signatur< of
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5) Program continuation:
5.1 Aircraft clutter elimination : (June 1989)
*New algorithms for elimination;
*Simulation and test of previous methods
elimination;
*Statistic study of aircraft clutter;
of
5.2 Ploemeur Bodou experimentation : (June 1989)
*Definition of experiments and schedule;
*Experiments with antenna tilted at 45°;
*Measurements analysis : experimental results
of clutter elimination methods performances.
5.3 Installation on airport : (September 1989)
*Definition of optimal antenna : sidelobes
attenuation (absorbant material, lattice-work, trench),
antenna feed, radiated pattern;
*Definition of the optimal location for
installation : ground clutter minimization for main lobe and
first sidelobes, ground clutter map, possibility of making a
trench, aircraft return reduction by carefully positionning
antenna lobes in relation to taxiways, departure and arrival
flight paths.
6) Preliminary theoretical results :
6.1 Spectral width :
Among the main causes of increasement of
spectrum width such as distribution of scattering cells
speeds, turbulent field mean quadratic speed, limited width of
beam, sampling rate, non ambiguous distance, wind whear is the
mos_ contributing one, resulting in radar capability in
providing relevant measurements.
6.2 Measurement Accuracy :
Assumption : in the elementary volume chosen
for simulations (30mx3Omx30m), the radial speed is supposed to
be constant.
Simulation showed that for low-altitude
horizontal wind shear structures (inversion layer, thernic
wind) localization can be impossible for several gates. For
vertical wind field distributions, the radar delivers a
precise localization of the phenomenon.
Minimum reflectivity factor (Cn 2 ) required to
guarantee a good detectability at 10 Kms was evaluated as a
function of wind shear intensity per gate. Wind shaar
detection at i0 Kms requires an equivalent reflectivity factor
Z, of - I0 dBz for a wind difference (in a gate of 600 m) of 8
m/s (= 16 knots) and of - 2 dBz for 30 m/s (= 60 knots). Th_se
results do not depend on antenna aperture that can eventually
modify extreme wind speed measured because of the variation cf
the volume observed.
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6. 3 Safety requirements :
For the pilot :
*Detect wind shear,
*Identify its type,
*Quantify its intensity,
*Localize it,
*Anticipate its evolution;
For the tower officer :
*Wind speed and direction,
*Anticipation on phenomenon duration,
"15 mn prevision of possible occurence.
(as defined by the CLAWS program).
An alert system combining radar detection and
meteorology analysis is presently foreseen in order to
decrease false alarm rate. At the beginning, human
intervention will be necessary but automatization of the whole
process needs to be developped in a further stage. High
collaboration between radar operators and meteorologists is
necessary to develop and fix a performant wind shear alert
algorithm but meteorological research hasn't begun yet.
6.4 Non atmposheric returns :
High power targets may be all the more detected
as the horizontal tilt of the antenna is low.
shear
cross
by the radar
These spurious echoes are a serious danger for wind
detection since the wind tracers have got a smaller
section. This results in two consequences :
*saturation of radar input level,
*superposition of two signatures of highly
different power.
Main bibliographical results on efficient
section influence were summarized. Spectral width increasement
due to ground clutter was experimentally eviluated with PROUST
radar (30 cm) . The main results are the following ones :
*phase stability at short term is crucial; it
should be better than 10 -2 Hz (2 I0 -_ m/s) ;
*Doppler jitter highly varies with season
(winter/summer), humidity and wind ground;
*In order to quantify spectral increasement due
to ground clutter, the increasement must b= defined from the
amplitude corresponding to the noise, that is the width for a
signal to noise ratio taking while into acccun< the return
statistical dispersion;
*The absolute limits variat ons due to
multipaths, Fourier transform of a t_mporai iimi_ed function,
echoe structure jitter range from DV = 1 m/s to 2 m/s.
Estimations of signal to clutter ratio si_cw
that it is necessary to decrease ground clutter level of 60 dB
in order to guarantee atnosph_ric d_tecticn for the first
gates. Another point is _h_t these echoes create a Doppler
zone of ± 1 m/s where wind shear d._cticn :'ay be difficult. A
method was developped in order <_ detect atmospheric echoes
with amplitudes and Doppler shires lower [han those typical of
fixed echoes. This method makes it possible t_ detcrt
atmospheric echoes with ground clutter for a signal to noise
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ratio of - 30 dB and Doppler shifts of 0.25 m/s. As long as
the analogic signal doesn't saturate amplification and exceed
analogic/numeric converter capa_lilty, wind shear detection
should be provided.
6.5 Fixed echoes elimination :
Angular and temporal filtering methods of
analogic signal were investigated. The methods that are
presently foreseen for the PROUST radar are :
*"distance gate MTI" (Skolnik,1981) : selection
of the main spectrum line and rejection of the central zone
"polluted" by fixed echoes; this technic needs phase stability
to be efficient;
*adjustement of the ground model to the
spectrum; this method is presently tested on the PROUST radar
and makes it possible to discriminate useful and undesired
echoes.
6.6 Preliminary conclusions :
*ground clutter dynamic : it should be
suppressed by improving antenna efficiency and using numerical
filtering methods.
*very law altitudes detection (<<I00 m) at
short distance from GPIP : a technic consisting of gates of
variable length will soon be simulated for evaluation.
IV) Abbreviations :
[I] Aeronautical Navigation Technical Service (cf Annex I)
Service Technique de la Navigation A_rienne
[2] Aerospatial Studies and Research National Office
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches A4rospatiales
[3] National Flight Test Center
Centre d'Essais en vol (CEV)
[4] CNET : Telecommunication Research National Center
Centre National d'Etudes des T_l_communications
CNRS : Scientific Research National Center
Centre National de Recherche Scientifique
CRPE : Environmental Physics Research Center, laboratory
jointly sponsored by CNET and CNRS.
Centre de Recherche en Physique de l'Environnement
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decolloge
donc uzle 6ventuelle variation des valeurs exu_mes du vent observ6.
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Figure (1,4) Rdflectivit_ mhzbnum (exprim_e en Cn 2 ) requise d
une distance r = 101on pour assurer une bonne d_tectabilit# d'un
cisaillement de vent d'amplitude donn_e en ordonn_e.On retrouve,
pour un cisaillement de vent nul, ia valeur t.Ij_orique calcul_e au
§ (I.1.3.a).
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cisaillement de vent en prdsence d'6chos de sol sont fournis en Annexe V. Les principaux
r_sultats de cette simulation en ce qui conceme les 6chos de sol sont r6sum6s darts les figures
(2,7) et (2,8) ci apr_s.
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Figure (2,7): variation du rapport puissance clutter/puissance bruit
par filtre dquivalent FFT, en fonction de la distance (pones 1 d I5 );
pour deLtr, valeurs de l'angle de visde (_t = 3deg et cx = 10 deg );
et pour deux valeurs diffdrentes du niveau des lobes secondaires de"
l'antenne:
20 dB en traits plebes
30 dB en tiretds
L'ouverture de l'antenne est ici de _9 = 4 deg
Dans cette simulation, on a fait varier l'ouverture de l'antenne (E)) ; rangle de vis6e
(_) ; et le niveau des lobes secoa_daires. Le tableau ci-dessous donne l'ensemble des
vmiations utilisdes •
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® Niveau lobe s
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3 °
4 _
angles de vis6e
-20 dB ; -30 dB 3° et 1(3°
-20 dB; -30 dB 3° et 10°
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Figure (2,8) • m_me chose que zur la fig.(2,7) mais avec une antenne
d'ouverture _ = 3 deg.
L'analyse de cette simulation appelle plusieurs remarques.
I °) Le rapport Puissance de l'6cho/Puissance du Bruit (P_PB) varie en fonction de la
distance pour chaque ouverture d'antenne et angle de visde. Les figures (2.7) et (2.8)
rdsument les variations obtenues dans cisaque porte radar (15 pones de 600m) en fonction de
l'a.ngle de vis6e pour des niveaux de lobes seco.daires de -20 et -30 dB et pour deux valeurs
d'ouverture d'antenne : ® = 4 ° (fig. 2.7) et ® = 3 ° (fig. 2.8).
Pour ® = 4 ° le rapport Pc/PB est peu sensible (dans les premieres portes) aux
variations de l'angle de visde et au niveau des lobes secondaires. I1 reste h un niveau de
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22106/88R OH 52_I_ 39S .."
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VENT {mls)
Figure (2,9) • Spectres bruts obtentu d Saint Santin par le radar
PROUST visant d la verticale (rapport SignallBruit en fonction de
la frgquence exprhnde en terme de vent vertical) pour les portes
4 d 10 (4500m _ 8100m d'altitude). La situation mgtdorologique est
anticyclonique et te ciel satts nudges. Les _chos de sol occupent le
centre du spectre (autour du Doppler nul) clans un domaine spectral
correspondant d +1- 0.6 mis. On voit ggalement appara_tre un signal
"air clair" qui est darts certaines portes entidrement nuasqud par l'_cho
de sol
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Fig ure (2,J O) • Spectres aonosph_riqL_es "air clair" obtenus apr_s
_limination des _chos de sol par la m_diode d'ajustemen! d_crite dans
le § 1.2.I.6.2.2 o.
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